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Edge Intelligence: Empowering Intelligence to the
Edge of Network

Dianlei Xu, Tong Li, Yong Li, Senior Member, IEEE, Xiang Su, Member, IEEE, Sasu Tarkoma, Senior Member,
IEEE, Tao Jiang, Fellow, IEEE, Jon Crowcroft, Fellow, IEEE, and Pan Hui, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Edge intelligence refers to a set of connected systems
and devices for data collection, caching, processing, and analysis
proximity to where data is captured based on artificial intelli-
gence. Edge intelligence aims at enhancing data processing and
protect the privacy and security of the data and users. Although
recently emerged, spanning the period from 2011 to now, this
field of research has shown explosive growth over the past five
years. In this paper, we present a thorough and comprehensive
survey on the literature surrounding edge intelligence. We first
identify four fundamental components of edge intelligence, i.e.
edge caching, edge training, edge inference, and edge offloading
based on theoretical and practical results pertaining to proposed
and deployed systems. We then aim for a systematic classification
of the state of the solutions by examining research results and
observations for each of the four components and present a
taxonomy that includes practical problems, adopted techniques,
and application goals. For each category, we elaborate, compare
and analyse the literature from the perspectives of adopted
techniques, objectives, performance, advantages and drawbacks,
etc. This article provides a comprehensive survey to edge intel-
ligence and its application areas. In addition, we summarise the
development of the emerging research fields and the current state-
of-the-art and discuss the important open issues and possible
theoretical and technical directions.

Index Terms—Artificial intelligence, edge computing, edge
caching, model training, inference, offloading

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the breakthrough of Artificial Intelligence (AI),
we are witnessing a booming increase in AI-based

applications and services. AI technology, e.g., machine learn-
ing (ML) and deep learning (DL), achieves state-of-the-art
performance in various fields, ranging from facial recognition
[1], [2], natural language processing (NLP) [3], [4], computer
vision (CV) [5], [6], traffic prediction [7]–[9], and anomaly
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detection [10], [11]. Benefiting from the services provided by
these intelligent applications and services, our lifestyles have
been dramatically changed.

However, existing intelligent applications are computation-
intensive, which present strict requirements on resources, e.g.,
CPU, GPU, memory, and network, and makes it impossible
to be available anytime and anywhere for end users. Although
current end devices are increasingly powerful, it is still insuf-
ficient to support some deep learning models. For example,
most voice assistants, e.g., Apple Siri Google Assistant and
Microsoft’s Cortana, are based on cloud computing and they
can not work if the network is unavailable. Moreover, existing
intelligent applications generally adopt centralised data man-
agement, which requires users to upload their data to central
data-centre. However, there is giant volume of data, generated
and collected by billions of mobile users and Internet of
Thing (IoT) devices, which are distributed at the network
edge. According to Cisco’s forecast, there will be 850 ZB
of data generated by mobile users and IoT devices by 2021
[12]. Uploading such volume of data to the cloud consumes
significant bandwidth resources, which may also result in
unacceptable latency for users [13]. On the other hand, users
increasingly concern about their privacy issues. The European
Union has promulgated General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) to protect private information of users [14]. If mobile
users upload their personal data to the cloud for a specific
intelligent application, they would take the risk of privacy
leakage, i.e., the personal data might be extracted by malicious
hackers or companies for illegal purposes.

Edge computing [15]–[20] emerges as an extension of
cloud computing to push cloud services to the proximity of
end users. Edge computing offers computing platforms which
provide computing, storage, and networking resources, which
are usually located at the edge of networks. The devices
that provide services for end devices are referred to as edge
servers, which could be IoT gateways, routers, and micro
data centers at mobile network base stations, on vehicles, and
amongst other places. End devices, such as mobile phones, IoT
devices, and embedded devices that request services from edge
servers are called edge devices. With the fast development of
end devices, the capabilities of computing and energy control
has been significantly improved, which makes it possible to
provide networking and lightweight computing services for
peers [21]–[25]. The main advantages of the edge computing
paradigm could be summarised into three aspects. (i) Ultra-
low latency: computation usually takes place in the proximity
of the source data, which saves substantial amounts of time
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on data transmission. Edge servers provides nearly real-time
responses to end devices. (ii) Saving energy for end devices:
since end devices could offload computing tasks to edge
servers, the energy consumption on end devices would sig-
nificantly shrink. Consequently, the battery life of end devices
would be extended. (iii) Scalability: cloud computing is still
available if there are no enough resource on edge devices or
edge servers. In such a case, the cloud server would help to
perform tasks. In addition, end devices with idle resources
could communicate amongst themselves to collaboratively
finish a task. The capability of the edge computing paradigm
is flexible to accommodate different application scenarios.

Edge computing addresses the critical challenges of AI
based applications and the combination of edge computing
and AI provides a promising solution. This new paradigm
of intelligence is called edge intelligence [26], also named
mobile intelligence [27]. Edge intelligence refers to a set of
connected systems and devices for data collection, caching,
processing, and analysis proximity to where data is collected,
with the purpose of enhancing the quality and speed of
data processing and to protect the privacy and security of
data. Compared with traditional cloud-based intelligence that
requires end devices to upload generated or collected data to
the remote cloud, edge intelligence processes and analyses
data locally, which effectively protects users’ privacy, reduces
response time, and saves on bandwidth resources [28], [29].
Moreover, users could also customise intelligent applications
by training ML/DL models with self-generated data [30], [31].
It is predicted that edge intelligence will be a vital component
in 6G network [32]. It is also worth noting that AI could also
be a powerful assistance for edge computing. This paradigm
is called intelligent edge [33], which is different from edge
intelligence. The emphasis of edge intelligence is to realize
intelligent applications in edge environment with the assistance
of edge computing and protect users’ privacy, while intelligent
edge focuses on solving problems of edge computing with
AI solutions, e.g., resource allocation optimization. Intelligent
edge is out of our scope in this survey.

There exists lots of works which have proved the feasi-
bility of edge intelligence by applying an edge intelligence
paradigm to practical applications. Yi et al. implement a
face recognition application across a smartphone and edge
server [34]. Results show that the latency is reduced from
900ms to 169ms, compared with cloud based paradigm. Ha
et al. use a cloudlet to help a wearable cognitive assistance
execute recognition tasks, which saves energy consumption
by 30%-40% [35]. Some researchers pay attention to the
performance of AI in the context of edge computing. Lane
et al. successfully implement a constrained DL model on
smartphones for activity recognition [36]. The demo achieves
a better performance than shallow models, which demonstrates
that ordinary smart devices are qualified for simple DL models.
Similar verification is also done on wearable devices [37] and
embedded devices [38]. The most famous edge intelligence
application is Google G-board, which uses federated learning
[39] to collaboratively train the typing prediction model on
smartphones. Each user uses their own typing records to
train G-board. Hence, the trained G-board could be used

immediately, powering experiences personalised by the way
users use this application.

This paper aims at providing a comprehensive survey to
the development and the state-of-the-art of edge intelligence.
As far as we know, there exist few recent efforts [40]–[45]
in this direction, but they have very different focuses from
our survey. Table I summarizes the comparison among these
works. Specifically, Yang et al. provide a survey on federated
learning, in which they mainly focus on the architecture and
applications of federated learning [40]. The authors divide
literature of federated learning into three classifications: hor-
izontal federated learning, vertical federated learning, and
federated transfer learning. Shi et al. pay attention to the
wireless communication overhead in federated learning and
survey algorithms and systems on decreasing the wireless
communication cost in this area [41]. Horizontal federated
learning and communication-efficient federated learning are
involved as a cloud-based federated learning in our survey. We
pay more attention to the combination of federated learning
and edge computing, i.e., edge-based federated learning and
hierarchical federated learning, in addition to cloud-based
federated learning. The focus of [42] is how to realize the
training and inference of DL models on a single mobile device.
They briefly introduce some challenges and existing solutions
from the perspective of training and inference. By contrast, we
provide a more comprehensive and deeper review on solutions
from the perspective of model design, model compression,
and model acceleration. We also survey how to realize model
training and inference with collaboration of edge devices and
edge servers, even the assistance from the cloud server, in
addition to solo training and inference at edge.

To our best knowledge, Ref. [43], [44] and [45] are three
most relevant articles to our survey. The focus of Ref. [43] is
the inter-availability between edge computing and DL. Hence
the scope of Ref. [43] includes two parts: DL for edge com-
puting, and edge computing for DL. The former part focuses
on some optimisation problems at edge with DL approaches,
for example, caching popular content and resource allocation
in wireless network with deep reinforcement learning, which
is out of our scope. The latter part focus on applying DL in
the context of edge computing, which is overlapping to our
survey to some extent. Specifically, in this part, they mainly
review the enablers of using DL in the context of edge, e.g.,
the hardware, theory, and methods. The scope and content of
Ref. [44] are highly overlapped with [43]. The survey [45]
mainly focuses on reviewing and discussing the development,
motivation, architecture, and enabling theories of edge intelli-
gence. We also discuss the architectures and enabling theories.
For the overlapped part with our paper, these three surveys
only discuss what enables edge intelligence without discussing
how these enablers are used and their performance in various
kinds of scenarios. In contrast, we adopt an orthogonal view
to review how to enable edge intelligence. For example, in
edge training, they only introduce the theory of cloud-based
federated learning. Differently, we review how edge-based and
hierarchical federated learning are used in various application
scenarios, as well as their strong points and shortcomings, in
addition to cloud-based federated learning. We also discuss
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(a) Centralized intelligence (b) Edge intelligence

Fig. 1. The comparison of traditional intelligence and edge intelligence from the perspective of implementation. In traditional intelligence, all data must be
uploaded to a central cloud server, whilst in edge intelligence, intelligent application tasks are done at the edge with locally-generated data in a distributed
manner.

the privacy and security problems in federated learning and
how these problems are utilized by hackers, instead of briefly
mentioning what they are. In edge inference, they all generally
introduce model compression and acceleration theories. We
review how these theories are associated with practical appli-
cations with a deeper and finer-grained view. we summarize
how to realize model compression and their feasibility with
various approaches in different scenarios, as well as how to
accelerate inference from the view of hardware and software,
respectively. Besides these overlaps, we also investigate other
key components in implementing AI in edge environment,
i.e., edge data collection/management, and model offloading,
which are not included in other surveys.

It is worth noting that, the edge caching and offloading in
our paper is different from these extensively studied traditional
caching and offloading. For edge caching, we review works of
caching AI models at edge to deal with task-fickle scenarios.
Pre-caching multiple kinds of deep learning models on edge
server for different kinds of tasks can reduce the computation
time and further improve users’ QoE in edge intelligence. We
also review works on caching computation results of AI mod-
els, which are reusable for future execution of AI applications
on edge devices. Both of these two aspects are very relevant
and important to the implementation of edge intelligence and
naturally different from traditional edge caching for content
download/delivery. For edge offloading in our survey, we
mainly focus on offloading tasks of AI applications with full
consideration of the characteristics of AI models, instead of
purely computing.

Our survey focuses on how to realise edge intelligence in a
systematic way. There exist three key components in AI, i.e.

data, model/algorithm1, and computation. A complete process
of implementing AI applications involves data collection and
management, model training, and model inference. Compu-
tation plays an essential role throughout the whole process.
Hence, we limit the scope of our survey on four aspects,
including how to cache data to fuel intelligent applications
(i.e., edge caching), how to train intelligent applications at the
edge (i.e., edge training), how to infer intelligent applications
at the edge (edge inference), and how to provide sufficient
computing power for intelligent applications at the edge (edge
offloading). Our contributions are summarized as following:

• We survey recent research achievements on edge intelli-
gence and identify four key components: edge caching,
edge training, edge inference, and edge offloading. For
each component, we outline a systematical and compre-
hensive classification from a multi-dimensional view, e.g.,
practical challenges, solutions, optimisation goals, etc.

• We present thorough discussion and analysis on relevant
papers in the field of edge intelligence from multiple
views, e.g., applicable scenarios, methodology, perfor-
mance, etc. and summarise their advantages and short-
comings.

• We discuss and summarise open issues and challenges
in the implementation of edge intelligence, and outline
five important future research directions and development
trends, i.e., data scarcity, data consistency, adaptability
of model/algorithms, privacy and security, and incentive
mechanisms.

The remainder of this article is organized as follow. Section
II overviews the research on edge intelligence, with consider-
ations of the essential elements of edge intelligence, as well

1Model and algorithm are interchangeable in this article
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF RELATIVE SURVEYS.

Ref. Year Domain Scope

[40] 2019 Federated learning Horizontal federated learning, vertical federated learning,
and federated transfer learning

[41] 2020 Federated learning Wireless communication overhead
[42] 2018 DL-based mobile applications Training and inference on single mobile device

[43] 2019 Edge intelligence
Intelligent edge

Enablers of training and inference at edge
Optimizing edge problems with DL

[44] 2020 Edge intelligence
Intelligent edge

Enablers of training and inference at edge
Optimizing edge problems with DL

[45] 2019 Edge intelligence Development, motivation
Architectures and enablers

Our work 2021 Edge intelligence Architectures, challenges, enablers, applicable scenarios
Performance analysis, edge caching and edge offloading

as the development situation of this research field. Then, we
give a brief review on artificial intelligence in Section III.
We present detailed introduction, discussion, and analysis on
the development and recent advances of edge caching, edge
training, edge inference, and edge offloading in Section IV to
Section VII, respectively. Finally, we discuss the open issue
and possible solutions for future research in Section VIII, and
conclude the paper in Section IX.

II. OVERVIEW

For convenience, we present the comparison between tradi-
tional centralised intelligence with edge intelligence from the
perspective of implementation in Fig. 1. Traditional centralised
intelligence is shown in Fig. 1(a), where all edge devices first
upload data to the central server for intelligent tasks, e.g.,
model training or inference. The central server/data-centre is
usually, but not necessarily, located in remote cloud. After
the processing on the central server, results, e.g., recognition
or prediction results, are transmitted back to edge devices.
Fig. 1(b) demonstrates the implementation of edge intelli-
gence, where a task, e.g., recognition or prediction, is either
done by edge servers and peer devices, or with the edge-
cloud cooperation paradigm. A very small amount, or none
of the data is uploaded to the cloud. For example, in area
(1) and (2), cloudlet, i.e. BS and IoT gateway could run
complete intelligent models/algorithms to provide services for
edge devices. In area (3), a model is divided into several parts
with different functions, which are performed by several edge
devices. These edge devices work together to finish the task.

It is known that three most important elements for an intel-
ligent application are: data, model, and computation. Suppose
that an intelligent application is a ‘human’, model would be
the ‘body’, and computation is the ‘heart’ which powers the
‘body’. Data is then the ‘book’. The ‘human’ improves their
abilities by learning knowledge extracted from the ‘book’.
After learning, the ‘human’ starts to work with the learned
knowledge. Correspondingly, the complete deployment of
most intelligent applications (unsupervised learning based
application is not included) includes three components: data
collection and management (preparing the ‘book’), training
(learning), and inference (working). Computation is a hidden
component that is essential for the other three components.
Combined with an edge environment, these three obvious
components turn into edge cache (data collection and storage

at edge), edge training (training at edge), and edge inference
(inference at edge), respectively. Note that edge devices and
edge servers are usually not powerful. Computation at edge
usually is done via offloading. Hence, the hidden component
turns into edge offloading (computation at edge). Our classi-
fication is organised around these four components, each of
which features multidimensional analysis and discussion. The
global outline of our proposed classification is shown in Fig. 2.
For each component, we identify key problems in practical
implementation and further break down these problems into
multiple specific issues to outline a tiered classification. Next,
we present an overview of these modules shown as Fig. 2.

A. Edge Caching

In edge intelligence, edge caching refers to a distributed data
system proximity to end users, which collects and stores the
data generated by edge devices and surrounding environments,
and the data received from the Internet to support intelligent
applications for users at the edge. Fig. 3 presents the essential
idea of edge caching. Data is distributed at the edge. For
example, mobile users’ information generated by themselves is
stored in their smartphones. Edge devices such as monitoring
devices and sensors record the environmental information.
Such data is stored at reasonable places and used for process-
ing and analysis by intelligent algorithms to provide services
for end users. For example, the video captured by cameras
could be cached on vehicles for aided driving [46]. Edge
caching is different from traditional caching, which caches
popular content at base stations from the backbone network.
The data flow of traditional caching is from the cloud to the
edge of the network, while the data flow of edge caching is
from the edge to the central cloud. The structure of this section
is organised as the bottom module in Fig. 2.

In edge caching, there are two kinds of content to be cached
at edge. One is the raw data collected from end users or
IoT devices and surrounding environment, which provides the
input for intelligent applications. The inputs of an intelligent
application may be the same or partially the same. For
example, in continuous mobile vision analysis, there are large
amounts of similar pixels between consecutive frames. Some
resource-constrained edge devices need to upload collected
videos to edge servers or the cloud for further processing.
With cache, edge devices only need to upload different pixels
or frames. For the repeated part, edge devices could reuse the
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Fig. 2. The classi�cation of edge intelligence literature.

Fig. 3. The illustration of edge caching. Data generated by mobile users
and gathered from surrounding environments is collected and stored on edge
devices, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), autonomous underwater vehicles
(AUV), and micro clouds. Such data is processed and analysed by intelligent
algorithms to provide services for end users.

results to avoid unnecessary computation. Hence, the other
kind of cached data is the computation results of some intel-
ligent applications, which could be used in the future to avoid
redundant computation. Moreover, the requested computing
tasks of intelligent applications may be the same. For example,
an edge server provides image recognition services for edge
devices. The recognition tasks from the same context may
be the same, e.g., the same tasks of �ower recognition from
different users of the same area. Edge servers could directly
send the recognition results achieved previously back to users.
Such kind of caching could signi�cantly decrease computation
and execution time. Some practical applications based on
computation redundancy are developed in [47]–[49].

For data caching, existing works mainly focus on how
to ef�ciently collect data and how to manage the collected

data. Mobile users could keep their data locally on their
smartphones for privacy and security concern. However, the
majority data is generated by IoT devices, which have ex-
tremely limited resources. Hence, the collected data need
to be sent to the edge data center, e.g., edge server. Some
researchers focus on directly collecting data through cellular
network [50]–[69]. These devices are equipped with SIM card,
so that they can directly upload sensing data to data center.
In addition, some researchers pay attention to data collection
with opportunistic networks in urban with the assistance of
vehicles [54], [70]–[82]. These vehicles can collect data from
IoT devices when they pass by or directly sense data from
the urban environment. However, not all IoT devices are
implemented near the road. Some researchers adopts multi-
hop routing for data delivery [83]–[86]. There are also some
work collecting data in underwater scenarios for smart ocean
[87], [88], [88]–[91].

In edge context, the collected data is kept locally for
processing and maintaining. Different from cloud-based cen-
tralized data center, there is no large-scale data center at
edge. Existing works mainly focus on storing and managing
data on edge data repository [92]–[99] and local edge device,
especially micro cloud [100], [101], [101]–[111]. In addition,
we also give some practical applications with these data
collection and management techniques [112]–[114].

Researchers have veri�ed the redundant computation in
AI applications [115], [116]. Caching reusable computation
results could signi�cantly reduce the computation latency and
energy consumption. According to the caching granularity,
we identify three kinds of computation caching: level-layer
caching, application-level caching, and device-level caching.
For level-layer caching, existing works mainly focus on the
similarity-based lookup and incremental learning on changed
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Fig. 24. The illustration of DeepRebirth. The upper model is the teacher
model, while the lower is the student model. The highly correlated convo-
lutional layer and non-convolutional layer are merged and become the new
convolutional layer of the student model.

simultaneous training of the teacher and student model [265].
During the training, the student model keeps acquiring knowl-
edge learnt by the teacher model through the optimisation of
the hint loss. The student model learns both the difference
between its output and its target, and the possible path towards
the final target learnt by the teacher model. Fig. 25 presents
the structure of this framework.

When the teacher model is trained on a dataset concerning
with privacy or safety, it is then difficult to train the student
model. Lopes et al. propose an approach to distill the learned
knowledge of the teacher model without accessing the original
dataset, which only needs some extra metadata [266]. They
first reconstruct the original dataset with the metadata of the
teacher model. This step could find the images that best match
these given by the network. Then they remove the noise of the
image to approximate the activation records through gradients,
which could partially reconstruct the original training set of
the teacher model.

3) Compact layer design: In deep neural networks, if
weights end up to be close to 0, the computation is wasted. A
fundamental way to solve this problem is to design compact
layers in neural networks, which could effectively reduce
the consumption of resources, i.e., memories and compu-
tation power. Christian et al. propose to introduce sparsity
and replace the fully connected layers in GoogLeNet [267].
Residual-Net replaces the fully connected layers with global
average pooling to reduce the resource requirements [268].
Both GoogLeNet and Residual-Net achieve the best perfor-
mance on multiple benchmarks.

Alex et al. propose a compact and lightweight CNN model,
named YOLO Nano for image recognition [269]. YOLO
Nano is a highly customised model with module-level macro-
and micro-architecture. Fig. 26 shows the network architec-
ture of YOLO Nano. There are three modules in YOLO
Nano: expansion-projection (EP) macro-architecture, residual

Fig. 25. The structure of Rocket Launching. WS , WL, and WB denotes
parameters. z(x) and l(x) represent the weighted sum before the softmax
activation. p(x) and q(x) are outputs. Yellow layers are shared by the teacher
and student.

Fig. 26. The architecture of the YOLO Nano network. PEP(x) refers to x
channels in PEP, while FCA(x) represents the reduction ratio of x.

projection-expansion-projection (PEP) macro-architecture, and
a fully-connected attention (FCA) module. PEP could reduce
the architectural and computational complexity whilst preserv-
ing model expressiveness. FCA enables better utilisation of
available network capacity.

Replacing a big convolution with multiple compact layers
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could effectively reduce the number of parameters and further
reduce computations. Iandola et al. propose to compress CNN
models with three strategies [270]. First, decomposing 3 × 3
convolution into 1× 1 convolutions, since it has much fewer
parameters. Second, cut down input channels in 3× 3 convo-
lutions. Third, downsample late to produce big feature maps.
The larger feature maps could lead to higher classification
accuracy. The first two strategies are used to decrease the
quantity of parameters in CNN models and the last one is
used to maximise the accuracy of the model. Based on three
above mentioned strategies, the authors design SqueezeNet,
which can achieve 50× reduction in the number of parameters,
whilst remaining the same accuracy as the complete AlexNet.
Similar approaches ares also used in [271]. Shafiee et al.
modify SqueezeNet for applications with fewer target classes
and they propose SqueezeNet v1.1, which could be deployed
on edge devices [272]. Yang et al. propose to decompose a
recognition task into two simple sub-tasks: context recognition
and target recognition, and further design a compact model,
namely cDeepArch [273]. This approach uses storage resource
to trade for computing resources.

Shen et al. introduce Compressive Sensing (CS) to jointly
modify the input layer and reduce nodes of each layer for
CNN models [275]. CS [512] could be used to reduce the
dimensionality of the original signal while preserving most
of its information. The authors use CS to jointly reduce the
dimensions of the input layer whilst extracting most features.
The compressed input layer also enables the reduction of the
number of parameters.

Besides the above-mentioned works about CNNs, Zhang
et al. propose a dynamically hierarchy revolution (DirNet)
to compress RNNs [274]. In particular, they mine dictio-
nary atoms from original networks to adjust the compression
rate with the consideration of different redundancy degrees
amongst layers. They then adaptively change the sparsity
across the hierarchical layers.

4) Network pruning: The main idea of network pruning
is to delete unimportant parameters, since not all parameters
are important in highly precise deep neural networks. Conse-
quently, connections with less weights are removed, which
converts a dense network into a sparse one, as shown in
Fig. 27 There are some works which attempt to compress
neural networks by network pruning.

The work [513] and [514] have taken the earliest steps
towards network pruning. They prune neural networks to
eliminate unimportant connections by using Hessian loss
function. Experiment results prove the efficiency of prunning
methods. Subsequent research focuses on how to prune the
networks. Han et al. propose to prune networks based on a
weight threshold [277]. Practically, they first train a model to
learn the weights of each connection. The connections with
lower weights than the threshold would then be removed.
Afterwards, the network is retrained. The pruning approach is
straightforward and simple. A similar approach is also used in
[278]. In [278], the authors select and delete neurons of low
performance, and then use a width multiplier to expand all
layer sizes, which could allocate more resources to neurons of
high performance. However, the assumption that connections

Fig. 27. Illustration of network pruning. Unimportant synapses and neurons
would be deleted to generate a sparse network.

with lower weights contribute less to the results may destroy
the structure of the networks.

Identifying an appropriate threshold to prune neural net-
works usually takes iteratively trained networks, which con-
sumes a lot of resources and time. Moreover, the threshold
is shared by all the layers. Consequently, the pruned con-
figuration maybe not the optimal, comparing with the case
of identify thresholds for each layer. To break through these
limitations, Manessi et al. propose a differentiability-based
pruning method to jointly optimise the weights and thresholds
for each layer [279]. Specifically, the authors propose a set of
differentiable pruning functions and a new regulariser. Pruning
could be performed during the back propagation phase, which
could effectively reduce the training time.

Molchanov et al. propose a new criterion based on the
Taylor expansion to identify unimportant neutrons in con-
volutional layers [280]. Specifically, they use the change of
cost function to evaluate the result of pruning. They for-
mulate pruning as an optimisation problem, trying to find a
weight matrix that minimises the change in cost function.
The formulation is approximately converted to its first-degree
Taylor polynomial. The gradient and feature map’s activation
could be easily computed during back-propagation. Therefore,
the approach could train the network and prune parameters
simultaneously. You et al. propose a global filter pruning
algorithm, named Gate Decorator, which transforms a CNN
module through multiplying its output by the channel-wise
scaling factors [281]. If the scaling factor is set to be 0, the
corresponding filter would be removed. They also adopt the
Taylor expansion to estimate the change of the loss function
caused by the changing of the scaling factor. They rank all
global filters based on the estimation and prune according to
the rank. Compared with [280], [281] does not require special
operations or structures.

In addition to minimum weight and cost functions, there are
efforts trying to prune with the metric of energy consumption.
Yang et al. propose an energy-aware pruning algorithm to
prune CNNs with the goal of minimising the energy con-
sumption [282]. The authors model the relationship between
data sparsity and bit-width reduction through extrapolating the
detailed value of consumed energy from hardware measure-
ments. The pruning algorithm identifies the parts of a CNN
that consumes the most energy and prunes the weights to
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Fig. 28. Each channel is associated with a scaling factor γ in convolutional layers. Then the network is trained to jointly learn weights and scaling factors.
After that, the channels with small scaling factors (in orange colour) are pruned, which results in a compact model.

maximise energy reduction.
Yao et al. propose to minimise the number of non-redundant

hidden elements in each layer whilst retaining the accuracy in
sensing applications and propose DeepIoT [283]. In DeepIoT,
the authors compress neural networks through removing hid-
den elements. This regularisation approach is called dropout.
Each hidden element is dropouted with a probability. The
dropout probability is initialised with 0.5 for all hidden el-
ements. DeepIoT develops a compressor neural network to
learn the optimal dropout probabilities of all elements.

Liu et al. propose to identify important channels in CNN
and remove unimportant channels to compress networks [284].
Specifically, they introduce a scaling factor γ for each channel.
The output ẑ (also the input of the next layer) could be
formulated as ẑ = γz + β, where z is the input of the
current layer and β is min-batch. Afterwards, they jointly train
the network weight and scaling factors, with L1 regulation
imposed on the latter. Following that, they prune the channels
with the small scaling factor γ. Finally, the model is fine-
tuned, which achieves a comparable performance with the full
network. Fig. 28 presents this slimming process. However, the
threshold of the scaling factor is not computed, which requires
iterative evaluations to obtain a proper one.

Based on network pruning, the work in [285] investigates
the data flow inside computing blocks and develops a data
reuse scheme to alleviate the bandwidth burden in convolution
layers. The data flow of a convolution layer is regular. If the
common data could be reused, it is not necessary to load all
data to a new computing block. The data reuse is used to
parallelise computing threads and accelerate the inference of
a CNN model.

5) Parameter quantisation: A very deep neural network
usually involves many layers with millions of parameters,
which consumes a large amount of storage and slows down
the training procedure. However, highly precise parameters in
neural networks are not always necessary in achieving high
performance, especially when these highly precise parameters
are redundant. It has been proved that only a small number
of parameters are enough to reconstruct a complete network
[510]. In [510], the authors find that the parameters within one
layer could be predicted by 5% of parameters, which means

we could compress the model by eliminating redundant param-
eters. There are some works exploiting parameter quantisation
for model compression.

Gong et al. propose to use vector quantisation methods
to reduce parameters in CNN [291]. Vector quantisation is
often used in lossy data compression, which is based on block
coding [228]. The main idea of vector quantisation is to divide
a set of points into groups, which are represented by their
central points. Hence, these points could be denoted with fewer
coding bits, which is the basis of compression. In [291], the
authors use k-means to cluster parameters and quantise these
clusters. They find that this method could achieve 16 − 24×
compression rate of the parameters with the scarification of no
more than 1% of the top-5 accuracy. In addition to k-means,
hash method has been utilised in parameter quantisation. In
[292], Chen et al. propose to use hash functions to cluster
connections into different hash buckets uniformly. Connections
in the same hash bucket share the same weight. Han et
al. combine parameter quantisation and pruning to further
compress the neural network without compromising the ac-
curacy [293]. Specifically, they first prune the neural network
through recognising the important connections through all
connections. Unimportant connections are ignored to minimise
computation. Then, they quantise the parameters, to save the
storage of parameters. After these two steps, the model will
be retrained. These remaining connections and parameters
could be properly adjusted. Finally, they use Huffman coding
to further compress the model. Huffman coding is a prefix
coding, which effectively reduces the required storage of data
[515]. Fig. 29 presents the three-step compression.

For most CNNs, the fully connected layers consume most
storage in neural network. Compressing parameters of fully
connected layers could effectively reduce the model size. The
convolutional layers consume most of the times during training
and inference. Wu et al. design Q-CNN to quantise both fully
connected layers and convolutional layers to jointly compress
and accelerate the neural network [294]. Similar to [291],
the authors utilise k-means to optimally cluster parameters in
fully connected and convolutional layers. Then, they quantise
parameters by minimising the estimated error of response for
each layer. They also propose a training scheme to suppress
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Fig. 29. Illustration of three-stage compression pipeline. First use pruning to reduce the number of weights by 10×, then use quantisation to further compress
by 27× and 31×. Finally use Huffman coding to get more compression.

the accumulative error for the quantisation of multiple layers.
Enormous amount of floating point multiplications con-

sumes significant times and computing resources in inference.
There are two potential solutions to address this challenge.
The first one is to replace floating point with fixed point,
and the second one is to reduce the amount of floating point
multiplications.

According to the evaluation of Xilinx, fixed point could
achieve the same accuracy results as float [516]. Vanhoucke
et al. evaluate the implementation of fixed point of an 8-bit
integer on x86 platform [299]. Specifically, activation and the
weights of intermediate layer are quantised into an 8-bit fixed
point with the exception of biases that are encoded as 32-
bit. The input layer remains floating point to accommodate
possible large inputs. Through the quantisation, the total re-
quired memory shrinks 3−4×. Results show that the quantised
model could achieve a 10x speedup over an optimised baseline
and a 4× speedup over an aggressively optimised float point
baseline without affecting the accuracy. Similarly, Nasution
et al. convert floating point to 8 and 16 bits to represent
weights and outputs of layers, which lowers the storage to
4.16× [301]. Peng et al. quantise an image classification CNN
model into an 8-bit fixed-point at the cost of 1% accuracy
drop [302]. Anwar et al. propose to use L2 error minimisation
to quantise parameters [303]. They quantise each layer one
by one to induce sparsity and retrain the network with the
quantised parameters. This approach is evaluated with MNIST
and CIRAR-10 dataset. The results shows that the approach
could reduce the required memory by 1/10.

In addition to fixed point, posit number could also be
utilised to replace floating point numbers to compress neural
networks. Posit number is a unique non-linear numerical
system, which could represent all numbers in a dynamic
range [517]. The posit number system represents numbers
with fewer bits. Float point numbers could be converted into
the posit number format to save storage. To learn more about
the conversion, readers may refer to [518]. Langroudi et al.
propose to use the posit number system to compress CNNs
with non-uniform data [304]. The weights are converted into
posit number format during the reading and writing operations
in memory. During the training or inference, when computing
operations are required, the number would be converted back

to float point. Because this approach only converts the weight
between two number systems, no quantisation occurs. The
network does not require to be re-trained.

Network Binarisation is an extreme case of weight quan-
tisation. Weight quantisation indicates that all weights are
represented by two possible values (e.g., -1 or 1), which
could overwhelmingly compress neural networks [295]. For
example, the original network requires 32 bits to store one
parameter, while in binary connect based network, only 1 bit
is enough, which significantly reduces the model size. An-
other advantage of binary connect is that replacing multiply-
accumulate operations by simple accumulations, which could
drastically reduce computation in training. Courbariaux et al.
extend the work [295] further and proposes Binary Neural
Network (BNN), which completely changes the computing
style of traditional neural networks [296]. Not only the
weights, but also the input of each layer is binarised. Hence,
during the training, all multiplication operations are replaced
by accumulation operations, which drastically improves the
power-efficiency. However, substantial experiments indicate
that BNN could only achieve good performance on small scale
datasets.

Rastegari et al. propose a XNOR-net to reduce storage
and improve training efficiency, which is different with [296]
in the binarisation method and network structure [297]. In
Binary-Weight network, all weight values are approximately
binarized, e.g., -1 or 1, which reduces the size of network by
32×. Convolutions could be finished with only addition and
subtraction, which is different with [296]. Hence, the training
is speed up 2×. With XNOR-net, in addition to weights,
the input to convolutional layers are approximately binarised.
Moreover, they further simplify the convolution with XNOR
operations, which achieves a speed up of 58×. The comparison
amongst standard convolution, Binary-Weight and XNOR-net
is presented as Table. VII.

Lin et al. propose to use binary connect to reduce mul-
tiplications in DNN [298]. In the forward pass, the authors
stochastically binarise weights by binary connect. Afterwards,
they quantise the representations at each layer to replace the re-
maining multiply operations into bit-shifts. Their results show
that there is no loss in accuracy in training and sometimes this
approach surprisingly achieves even better performance than
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TABLE VII
THE COMPARISON AMONGST STANDARD CONVOLUTION, BINARY-WEIGHT AND XNOR-NET.

Input Weight Convolution
operation

Memory
saving

Computation
saving

Accuracy
(imageNet)

Standard Convolution Real value Real value ×, +, − 1× 1× 56.7%
Binary-Weight Real value Binary value +, − ∼32× ∼2× 56.8%

XNOR-Net Binary value Binary value XNOR, bitcount ∼32× ∼58× 44.2%

Fig. 30. The architecture of MobileDeepPill. The blue arrows indicates the
flow of the training phase, whilst the red arrows indicate the inference phase.

standard stochastic gradient descent training.
Soudry et al. prove that binary weights and activations

could be used in Expectation Backprogagation (EBP) and
achieves high performance [305]. This is based on a variational
Bayesian approach. The authors test eight binary text clas-
sification tasks with EBP-trained multilayer neural networks
(MNN). The results show that binary weights always achieve
better performance than continuous weights. Esser et al.
further develop a fully binary network with the same approach
to EBP to improve the energy efficiency on neuromorphic
chips [306]. They perform the experimentation on the MNIST
dataset, and the results show that the method achieves 99.42%
accuracy at 108 µJ per image.

6) Applications: Some efforts try to use these compression
techniques on practical applications and prototypes at the edge,
including image analysis [307]–[309], automotive [310], [311],
and anomaly detection [312], [313].

Mathur et al. develop a wearable camera, called DeepEye,
that runs multiple cloud-scale deep learning models at edge
provide real-time analysis on the captured images [307].
DeepEye enables the creation of five state-of-the-art image
recognition models. After camera captures an image, the image
pre-processing component deals with the image according
to the adopted deep model. There is a model compression
component inside the inference engine, which applies available
compression techniques to reduce energy consumption and
the running time. Finally, DeepEye use the optimised BLAS
library to optimise the numeric operations on hardware.

To correctly identify prescription pills for patients based on
their visual appearance, Zeng et al. develop MobileDeepPill,
a pill image recognition system [308]. The pill image recog-
nition model is based on ImageNet [471]. Fig. 30 presents

the architecture of MobileDeepPill. In the training phase, the
system first localises and splits the pill image in consumer
and pill references. The system then enrich samples through
running data augmentation module. Finally, the system imports
CNNs as the teacher model to supervise the student model.
In the inference phase, the system first processes the pill
photo and extracts features to perform the student CNNs. As
a last step, the system ranks the results according to their
possibilities.

Wang et al. propose a fast image search framework to im-
plement the content-based image retrieval (CBIR) service from
cloud servers to edge devices [309]. Traditional CBIR services
are based on the cloud, which suffers from high latency and
privacy concerns. The authors propose to reduce the resource
requirements of the model and to deploy it on edge devices.
For the two components consuming most resources, i.e., object
detection and feature extraction, the authors use low-rank
approximation to compress these two parts. The compressed
model achieves 6.1× speedup for inference.

With growing interests from the automotive industry, var-
ious large deep learning models with high accuracy have
been implemented in smart vehicles with the assistance of
compression techniques. Kim et al. develop a DL based object
recognition system to recognise vehicles [310]. The vehicle
recognition system is based on faster-RCNN. To deploy the
system on vehicles, the authors apply network pruning and
parameter quantisation to compress the network. Evaluations
show that these two compression techniques reduce the net-
work size to 16% and reduce runtime to 64%. Xu et al.
propose an RNN based driving behaviour analysis system on
vehicles [311]. The system uses the raw data collected by a
variety of sensors on vehicles to predict the driving patterns. To
deploy the system on automobiles, the authors apply parameter
quantisation to reduce the energy consumption and model size.
After compression, the system size is reduced to 44 KB and
the power overhead is 7.7 mW.

In winter, electric transmission lines are susceptible to
freezes, which may break these lines and result in great loss
in power system. Applying image recognition algorithms to
measure ice thickness is promising. However, current ordinary
image recognition models are computation-intensive, which
makes it impossible to be executed on monitoring terminals.
Wang et al. design a lightweight recognition model to solve
the problem [312]. Specifically, they first use MobileNet-
v3 [519] to extract features and SSD [520] to extract high-
dimensional features. Then they apply network pruning to
compress the model. Experiments show that the lightweight
algorithm achieves 74.5% accuracy. Shang et al. use net-
work pruning and parameter quantization to compress an
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Fig. 31. The architecture of Cappuccino. Thread workload allocation component optimises the workload of each thread. Data order optimisation component
converts data format. Inexact computing analyser determines the tradeoff amongst multiple metrics.

anomaly detection algorithm on electrical equipments [313].
The anomaly detection algorithm is based on AlexNet, which
judge the status of electrical equipments through equipment
images. After compression, the lightweight detection algo-
rithm can be deployed on edge devices.

C. Inference Acceleration

The computing capacities of edge devices have been in-
creased and some embedded devices, such as NVIDIA Jetson
TX2 [521] could directly perform CNN. However, it is still
difficult for most edge devices to directly run large models.
Model compression techniques reduce the required resources
to create neural network models and facilitate the performance
of these models on edge devices. Model acceleration tech-
niques further speed up the performance of the compressed
model on edge devices. The main idea of model acceleration
in inference is to reduce the run-time of inference on edge
devices and realise real-time responses for specific neural
network based applications without changing the structure
of the trained model. According to acceleration approaches,
research works on inference acceleration could be divided into
two categories: hardware acceleration and software accelera-
tion. Hardware acceleration methods focuses on parallelising
inference tasks to available hardware, such as CPU, GPU,
and DSP. Software acceleration method focuses on optimising
resource management, pipeline design, and compiler.

1) Hardware Acceleration: Recently, mobile devices are
becoming increasingly powerful. More and more mobile plat-
forms are equipped with GPUs. Since mobile CPUs are
not suitable for the computing of deep neural networks, the
embedded GPU could be used to share the computing tasks
and accelerate the inference. Table VIII summaries existing
literature on hardware acceleration.

Alzantot et al. evaluate the performance of CNNs and RNNs
only on CPU, and compares against the execution in parallel
on all available computing resources, e.g., CPU, GPU, DSP,
etc. [314]. Results show that the parallel computing paradigm
is much faster. Loukadakis et al. propose two parallel im-
plementations of VGG-16 network on ODROID-XU4 board:
OpenMP version and OpenCL version [315]. The former
parallelises the inference within the CPU, whilst the latter
one parallelises within the Mali GPU. These two approaches
achieve 2.8× and 11.6× speedup, respectively. Oskouei et
al. design a mobile GPU-based accelerator for using deep
CNN on mobile platforms, which executes inference in parallel
on both CPU and GPU [316]. The accelerator achieves 60×

speedup. The authors further develop a GPU-based accelerated
library for Android devices, called CNNdroid, which could
achieve up to 60× speedup and 130× energy reduction An-
droid platforms [317].

With the consideration that the memory on edge devices are
usually not sufficient for neural networks, Tsung et al. propose
to optimise the flow to accelerate inference [318]. They use
a matrix multiplication function to improve the cache hit rate
in memory, which indirectly speeds up the execution of the
model.

Nvidia has developed a parallelisation framework, named
Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) for desktop
GPUs to reduce the complexity of neural networks and
improve inference speed. For example, in [522], CUDA
significantly improves the execution efficiency of RNN on
desktop GPUs. Some efforts implement the CUDA framework
onto mobile platforms. Rizvi et al. propose an approach
for image classification on embedded devices based on the
CUDA framework [319]. The approach features the most com-
mon layers in CNN models, e.g., convolutions, max-pooling,
batch-normalisation, and activation functions. General Purpose
Computing GPU (GPGPU) is used to speed up the most
computation-intensive operations in each layer. The approach
is also used to implement an Italian license plate detection
and recognition system on tablets [320]. They subsequently
introduce matrix multiplication to reduce the computational
complexity of convolution in a similar system to achieve real-
time object classification on mobile devices [321]. They also
apply the approach in a robotic controller system [322].

However, the experiments in [323] show that directly ap-
plying CUDA on mobile GPUs may be ineffective, or even
deteriorates the performance. Cao et al. propose to accelerate
RNN on mobile devices based on a parallelisation framework,
called RenderScript [323]. RenderScript [324] is a component
of the Android platform, which provides an API for hardware
acceleration. RenderScript could automatically parallelise the
data structure across available GPU cores. The proposed
framework could reduce latency by 4×.

Motamedi et al. implement SqueezeNet on mobile and
evaluates the performance on three different Android devices
based on RenderScript [325]. Results show that it achieves
310.74× speedup on a Nexus 5. They further develop a
general framework, called Cappuccino, for automatic synthesis
of efficient inference on edge devices [326]. The structure of
Cappuccino is shown as in Fig. 31. There are three inputs for
the framework: basic information of the model, model file, and
dataset. There are three kinds of parallelisation: kernel-level,
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Fig. 32. The structure of Deepsense. The model converter converts the format
of the input model, then the model loader loads the model into memory.
Inference scheduler is responsible for task scheduling for GPU. The executor
runs the allocated tasks on a GPU.

filter bank-level, and output-level parallelisation. The thread
workload allocation component allocates tasks by using these
three kinds of parallelisation. They specially investigate the
optimal degree of concurrency for each task, i.e., the number
of threads in [327]. The data order optimisation component is
used to convert the data format. Cappuccino enables imprecise
computing in exchange for high speed and energy efficiency.
The inexact computing analyser component is used to analyse
the effect of imprecise computing and determine the tradeoff
amongst accuracy, speed and energy efficiency.

Huynh et al. propose Deepsense, a GPU-based CNN frame-
work to run various CNN models in soft real-time on mobile
devices with GPUs [328]. To minimise the latency, Deepsense
applies various optimisation strategies, including branch diver-
gence elimination and memory vectorisation. The structure of
Deepsense is shown as in Fig. 32. The model converter first
converts pre-trained models with different representations into
a pre-defined format. Then, the model loader component loads
the converted model into memory. When inference starts, the
inference scheduler allocates tasks to the GPU sequentially.
The executor takes inputted data and the model for executing.
During the execution pipeline, CPU is only responsible for
padding and intermediate memory allocation, whilst most
computing tasks are done by the GPU. The authors further
present a demo of the framework in [118] for continuous
vision sensing applications on mobile devices.

The heterogeneous multi-core architecture, including CPU
and GPU on mobile enables the application of neural networks.
By reasonably mapping tasks to cores could improve energy
efficiency and inference speed. Taylor et al. propose a machine
learning based approach to map OpenCL kernels onto proper
heterogeneous multi-cores to achieve given objectives, e.g.,
speedup, energy-efficiency or a tradeoff [329]. The framework
first trains the mapping model with the optimisation setting
for each objective, then it uses the learned model to schedule
OpenCL kernels based on the information of the application.

Rallapalli et al. find that the memory of GPUs severely
limits the operation of deep CNNs on mobile devices, and
proposes to properly allocate part of computation of the fully-
connected layers to the CPU [330]. The fully-connected layers
are split into several parts, which are executed sequentially.
Meanwhile, part of these tasks are loaded into the memory
of the CPU for processing. They evaluate the method with an
object detection model, YOLO [331] on Jetson TK1 board and

Fig. 33. The comparison between Eyeriss and Eyeriss v2. Both of them are
composed of GLB and PE. Eyeriss v2 adopts a hierarchical structure to reduce
communication cost.

achieve 60× speedup.
In addition to commonly used hardware, i.e., CPUs, mobile

GPUs, GPGPU, and DSP, field-programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs) could also be used for acceleration. Different from
CPUs and GPUs, which run software code, FPGA uses hard-
ware level programming, which means that FPGA is much
faster than CPU and GPU. Bettoni et al. implement an object
recognition CNN model on FPGA via Tiling and Pipelining
parallelisation [332]. Ma et al. exploit the data reuse and data
movement in a convolution loop and proposes to use loop
optimisation (including loop unrolling, tiling, and interchange)
to accelerate the inference of CNN models in FPGA [333]. A
similar approach is also adopted in [334].

Lots of literature focus on developing energy-efficiency
DNNs. However, the diversity of DNNs makes them inflexible
for hardware [335]. Hence, some researchers attempt to design
special accelerating chips to flexibly use DNNs. Chen et al. de-
velop an energy-efficient hardware accelerator, called Eyeriss
[336]. Eyeriss uses two methods to accelerate the performance
of DNNs. The first method is to exploit data reuse to minimise
data movement, whilst the second method is to exploit data
statistics to avoid unnecessary reads and computations, which
improves energy efficiency. Subsequently, they change the
structure of the accelerator and propose a new version, Eyeriss
v2, to run compact and sparse DNNs [337]. Fig. 33 shows the
comparison between Eyeriss and Eyeriss v2. Both of them
consist of an array of processing elements (PE) and global
buffers (GLB). The main difference is the structure. Eyeriss
v2 is hierarchical, in which PEs and GLBs are grouped to
reduce communication cost.

2) Software Acceleration: Different from hardware accel-
eration, which depends on the parallelisation of tasks on avail-
able hardware, software acceleration mainly focuses on opti-
mising resource management, pipeline design, and compilers.
Hardware acceleration methods speed up inference through
increasing available computing powers, which usually does
not affect the accuracy, whilst software acceleration methods
maximise the performance of limited resources for speedup,
which may lead to a drop in accuracy with some cases. For
example, in [339], the authors sacrifice accuracy for real-time
response. Table IX summarises existing literature on software
acceleration.

Georgiev et al. investigate the tradeoff between performance
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TABLE VIII
LITERATURE SUMMARY OF HARDWARE ACCELERATION.

Ref. Model Executor Enabler Object Baseline Performance
[314] CNN, RNN CPU, GPU RenderScript Feasibility check Nexus 5x 3× faster
[315] VGG-16 CPU, GPU SIMD Speed up inference Initial OpenCL 11.6× faster
[316] CNN GPU SIMD Speed up inference CPU-only LeNet5 60× faster

[317] CNN GPU SIMD Speed up inference CPU-only LeNet 60× faster
130× energy-saving

[318] DNN GPU Flow optimisation Enable DNN on mobile device Pure CPU DNN 58× faster
104× energy-saving

[319] CNN GPGPU CUDA Maximise throughput CPU-only AlexNet 50× faster
[320] DNN GPU CUDA Real-time character detection Complete NN 250ms per time
[321] DNN GPU Matrix multiplication Real-time character detection ResNet-34 3× faster
[323] LSTM GPU RenderScript Rnn RNN on mobile platform CPU-only LSTM 4× faster

[325] CNN GPU RenderScript Acceleration, energy-efficiency Sequential SqueezeNet 310.74× faster
249.47× less energy

[327] CNN CPU, GPU, DSP RenderScript Optimise thread number GoogLeNet 2.37× faster
[326] CNN CPU, GPU, DSP RenderScript Automatic speedup SqueezeNet 272.03× faster
[328] CNN GPU Memory vectorisation Real-time response VGG-F 361ms runtime
[118] VGG16 GPU Tucker decomposition Real-time response Pure VGG16 644ms runtime

[329] SVM CPU, GPU Kernel mapping Adaptive optimisation OPENCL scheme 1.2× faster
1.6× energy saving

[330] YOLO CPU, GPU Memory optimisation Enable CNN on mobile device Deep CNN 0.42s for YOLO
[332] CNN FPGA Tiling, Pipelining Enable CNN in FPGA CNN on SoC GPU 15× faster
[333] VGG16 FPGA Loop optimisation Memory and data movement Virtex-7 FPGA 3.2× faster

[334] CNN FPGA Loop optimisation Improve energy efficiency CNN on i7 processor 23% faster
9.05× energy-saving

[336] VGG16 Eyeriss Data reuse Improve energy efficiency Without data gating 45% power saving

[337] AlexNet Eyeriss v2 Hierarchical mesh Processing efficiency Eyeriss 12.6× faster
2.5× energy-saving

[338] CNN TPU Systolic tensor array Improve systolic array Systolic array 3.14× faster

and energy consumption of an audio sensing model on edge
devices [340]. Work items need to access different kinds of
memory, i.e., global, shared, and private memory. Global mem-
ory has the maximum size but minimum speed, whilst private
memory is fastest and smallest but exclusive to each work
item. Shared memory is between global and private memory.
Typical audio sensing models have the maximum parameters,
which surpasses the capacity of memory. They use memory
access optimisation techniques to speed up the inference,
including vectorisation, shared memory sliding window, and
tiling.

Lane et al. propose DeepX to reduce the resource usage on
mobile devices based on two resource management algorithms
[341]. The first resource management algorithm is for runtime
layer compression. The model compression method discussed
in Section VI-B could also be used to remove redundancy
from original layers. Specifically, they use a SVD-based layer
compression technique to simplify the model. The second al-
gorithm is for architecture decomposition, which decomposes
the model into blocks that could be performed in parallel. The
workflow of DeepX is shown in Fig. 34. They further develop a
prototype of DeepX on wearable devices [342]. Subsequently,
they develop the DeepX toolkit (DXTK) [343]. A number
of pre-trained and compressed deep neural network models
are packaged in DXTK. Users could directly use DXTK for
specific applications.

Yang et al. propose an adaptive software accelerator, Ne-
tadpt, which could dynamically speed up the model according
to specific metrics [344]. They use empirical measurements on
practical devices to evaluate the performance of the accelera-

Fig. 34. The workflow of DeepX. Layer compression could reduce the
requirement on resource, whilst the architecture decomposition divides the
model into multiple blocks that could be performed in parallel.

tor. Fig. 35 shows the structure of Netadapt. Netadpat adjusts
the network according to the given budget, i.e., latency, energy,
etc. During iteration, the framework generates many network
proposals. Then, Netadapt evaluates these proposals accord-
ing to direct empirical measurements, and selects one with
maximum accuracy. The framework is similar to [523], which
caches multiple model compression systems, and compresses
the input model according to users’ demand.

Ma et al. introduce the concept of quality of service (QoS)
in model acceleration and develop an accelerator, DeepRT
[345]. The QoS of an accelerated model is defined as a tuple
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Fig. 35. The structure of Netadapt. Netadapt caches multiple pre-trained
models. When requests arrive, Netadapt selects a specific model and adjusts
its structure according to the given budget. Then it chooses the best proposal
as the accelerating scheme according to empirical measurement.

Q = (d,C), where d is a desired response time and C
denotes model compression bound. There is a QoS manager
component in DeepRT, which controls the system resources
to support the QoS during the acceleration.

Liu et al. find that fast Fourier transform (FFT) could
effectively speed up convolution operation [524]. Abtahi et al.
applie FFT-based convolution ResNet-20 on NVIDIA Jetson
TX1 and evaluates the performance [346]. Results show the
inference speed is improved several times. However, FFT-
based convolution only works when the convolution kernel
is big, e.g., bigger than 9× 9× 9. Most models adopt smaller
kernels in practice. Hence, there are few applications of FFT-
based convolution in practice.

In continuous mobile vision applications, mobile devices
are required to deal with continuous videos or images for
classification, object recognition, text translation, etc. These
continuous videos or images contain large amounts of repeated
frames, which are computed through the model again and
again during the inference. In such applications, caching
mechanisms are promising for acceleration. Xu et al. propose
CNNCache, a cache-based software accelerator for mobile
continuous vision applications, which reuses the computation
of similar image regions to avoid unnecessary computation
and saves resources on mobile devices [46]. Cavigelli et
al. present a similar framework, named CBinfer [119]. The
difference is that CBinfer considers the threshold of the pixel
size when matching frames. However, CBinfer only matches
frames of the same position, which may be ineffective in
mobile scenarios. [118] also considers reusing the result of
the similar input in inference. Different from [46] and [119],
the authors extract histogram-based features to match frames,
instead of comparing pixels.

VII. EDGE OFFLOADING

Computation is of utmost importance for supporting edge
intelligence, which powers the other three components. Most
edge devices and edge servers are not as powerful as central
servers or computing clusters. Hence, there are two approaches
to enable computation-intensive intelligent applications at the

edge: reducing the computational complexity of applications
and improving the computing power of edge devices and edge
servers. The former approach has been discussed in previous
sections. In this section, we focus on the latter approach.

Considering the hardware limitation of edge devices, com-
putation offloading [18], [466], [527]–[529] offers promising
approaches to increase computation capability. Literature of
this area mainly focuses on designing an optimal offloading
strategy to achieve a particular objective, such as latency min-
imisation, energy-efficiency, and privacy preservation. Accord-
ing to their realisation approaches, these strategies could be
divided into five categories: device-to-cloud (D2C), device-to-
edge (D2E), device-to-device (D2D), and hybrid architecture.

A. D2C offloading strategy

It consumes considerable computing resources and energy
to deal with streamed AI tasks, such as video analysis and
continuous speech translation. Most applications, such as
Apple Siri and Google Assistant, adopt pure cloud based
offloading strategy, in which devices upload input data, e.g.,
speech or image to cloud server through cellular or WiFi
networks. The inference through a giant neural model with
high accuracy is done by powerful computers and the results
are transmitted back through the same way. There are three
main disadvantages in this procedure: (1) mobile devices are
required to upload enormous volumes of data to the cloud,
which has proved to be the bottleneck of the whole procedure
[350]. Such a bottleneck increases users’ waiting time; (2)
the execution depends on the Internet connectivity; once the
device is offline, relative applications could not be used; (3)
the uploaded data from mobile devices may contain private
information of users, e.g., personal photos, which might be
attacked by malicious hackers during the inference on cloud
server [530]. There are some efforts trying to solve these
problems, which will be discussed next. Table X summarises
existing literature on D2C offloading strategy.

There are usually many layers in a typical deep neural
network, which processes the input data layer by layer. The
size of intermediate data could be scaled down through layers.
Li et al. propose a deep neural network layer schedule scheme
for the edge environment, leveraging this characteristic of deep
neural networks [347]. Fig. 36 shows the structure of neural
network layer scheduling-based offloading scheme. Edge de-
vices lacking computing resources, such as IoT devices, first
upload the collected data to nearby edge server, which would
process the original input data through few low network layers.
The generated intermediate data would be uploaded to the
cloud server for further processing and eventually output the
classification results. The framework is also adopted in [348].
The authors use edge server to pre-process raw data and extract
key features.

The model partitioning and layer scheduling could be
designed from multiple perspectives, e.g., energy-efficiency,
latency, and privacy. Eshratifar et al. propose a layer schedul-
ing algorithm from the perspective of energy-efficiency in a
similar offloading framework [349]. In particular, they obtain
the optimal layer partitioning scheme by solving the integer
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TABLE IX
LITERATURE SUMMARY OF SOFTWARE ACCELERATION.

Ref. Model Enabler Object Performance & Baseline Accuracy
[339] DNN Memory access optimisation Performance-energy tradeoff 83% accuracy, VGG Lossy
[340] DNN Resource management Accelerate inference 3-4× less energy, Gaussian Mixture Models Lossless
[341] DNN Compression, decomposition Reduce resource use 5.8× faster, Cloud offloading 4.9% loss
[342] DNN Compression, decomposition Reduce resource use 5.8× faster, DeepX 4.9% loss
[344] NN Caching Adaptive speedup 1.7× speedup, MobileNets 4.9% Lossless
[525] DNN Caching, model selection Optimizing DL inference 1.8× speedup, single model strategy 7.52% higher
[346] ResNet-20 FFT-based convolution Accelerate convolution 6.8× throughput, Direct-Conv N/A
[46] CNN Cache mechanism Accelerate inference 20.2% faster, without caching 3.51% drop
[119] CNN Caching, pixel matching Accelerate inference 9.1× faster, without caching 0.1% drop
[118] YOLO Caching, feature extraction Real-time response 36% faster, without caching 3.8%-6.2% drop
[526] NN Optimized computing library Ultra-low-power computing Up to 63× faster, sequential execution Lossless

Fig. 36. The structure of neural network layer scheduling-based offloading.
IoT devices first upload collected data to edge server, where few neural
network layers are deployed. The raw data is first pre-processed on edge
servers. Then the intermediate results are uploaded to cloud server for further
processing.

linear programming (ILP) problem. Kang et al. investigate this
problem between edge and cloud side [350]. They propose to
partition the computing tasks of DNN between local mobile
devices and cloud server and design a system, called Neuro-
surgeon, to intelligently partition DNN based on the prediction
of system dynamics. Osia et al. consider the layer scheduling
from the perspective of privacy preservation [351]. They add a
feature extractor module to identify private features from raw
data, which will be sent to the cloud for further processing.
Analogous approaches are also adopted in [352], [353].

In continuous computer vision analysis, video streams need
to be uploaded to the cloud server, which requires a large
amount of network resources and consumes battery energy.
Ananthanarayanan et al. propose a geographically distributed
architecture of clouds and edge servers for real-time video
analysis [354]. Fixed (e.g., traffic light) and mobile cameras
(e.g., event data recorder) upload video streams to available
edge servers for pre-processing. The pre-processed data would
be further transmitted to a central cloud server in a geographic
location for inference. Similarly, Ali et al. leverage all avail-
able edge resources to pre-process data for large-scale video
stream analytics [355]. Deep learning based video analytic

applications contain four stages, including motion detection,
frame enhancement, object detection based on shallow net-
works, and object detection based on deep networks. With
the traditional cloud-based approach, these four stages are
executed on a cloud server. The authors propose to execute
the first two stages locally, which does not require much
computation capacity. The output is then transmitted to edge
servers for further processing (the third stage). The output is
then uploaded to the cloud for final recognition.

The easiest offloading strategy is to offload the inference
task to the cloud when the network condition is good,
otherwise perform model compression locally. For example,
[356] only considers the network condition when offloading
healthcare inference tasks. Similar idea is also adopted in
[357]–[360], [531].

Georgiev et al. consider a collective offloading scheme for
heterogeneous mobile processors and cloud for sensor based
applications, which makes best possible use out of different
kinds of computing resources on mobile devices, e.g., CPU,
GPU, and DSP [361]. They designed a task scheduler running
on low-power co-processor unit (LPU) to dynamically restruc-
ture and allocate tasks from applications across heterogeneous
computing resources based on fluctuations in device and
network. Specifically, the optimal scheduling is achieved by
solving a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problem.

B. D2E offloading strategy

Three main disadvantages with the D2C offloading strategy
have been discussed, i.e., latency, wireless network depen-
dency, and privacy concern. Although various solutions have
been proposed to alleviate these problems, they do not address
these fundamental challenges. Users still need to wait for a
long time. Congested wireless networks lead to failed infer-
ence. Moreover, the potential risk of private information leak-
age still exists. Hence, some works try to explore the potential
of D2E offloading, which may effectively address these three
problems. Edge server refers to the powerful servers (more
powerful than ordinary edge devices) that is physically near
mobile devices. For example, wearable devices could offload
the inference tasks to their connected smartphones. Smart-
phones could offload computing tasks to cloudlets deployed
at roadside. Table XI summarises the existing literature on
D2E offloading strategy.
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TABLE X
L ITERATURE SUMMARY OF D2C OFFLOADING STRATEGY.

Ref. Enabler Platform Focus and problem Baseline Performance
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